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DEAR FRIENDS

This past year included another round of weakened policies putting clean water and public health at risk. Lack of enforcement of even the most basic standards has caused problems for communities throughout the state. However, more and more people understand how bad policies hurt our clean water future. It is up to us to make sure that our elected officials know that clean water is not a partisan issue. Every elected official in any party and at every level of government has a duty to protect and sustain clean water and a healthful environment for all of us today and those yet to come.

One action all of us can take is to be sure our friends, family and neighbors understand their vote is their voice if they care about clean water. There is research suggesting a significant number of people who care about clean air, land and water simply don’t vote as often as they should. We each can make a difference if we get just 5% of people who don’t let their voices be heard to the polls. While money talks, people standing together are louder.

We can get a public conversation going about the connection between policy and clean water by writing letters to the editor, talking with our fishing buddies, having conversations in our quilting clubs and with anyone anywhere who cares about clean water. If a candidate wants my vote I expect them to publicly pledge to restore legal protections to our wetlands, water, land and air.

More people are working together to protect clean water than I’ve seen in decades. Here at Midwest Environmental Advocates we’re lucky to see good people working together in every corner of the state. We do our best to connect champions from Bayfield to La Crosse and everywhere in between to amplify our common values that honor our Wisconsin conservation legacy. It’s up to us to engage people we know care about our natural heritage to use their voices. Thank you for everything you do to promote strong communities and considerate civic discourse.

Kimberlee Wright
Executive Director
Jacklyn Velasquez joined MEA for a two-year Equal Justice Works Fellowship focused on partnering with tribal communities and governments to protect clean water for generations to come.

Jimmy Parra worked with community advocates in Green Bay to increase their power to hold polluters accountable to permit conditions.

Tressie Kamp, with 16 citizen-Petitioners from throughout Wisconsin, catalyzed public discourse leading to the Legislative Audit Bureau report that documented failures in Wisconsin’s water pollution permitting program.

With partner organizations, Sarah Geers fought back when the powerful industrial livestock lobby exempted known polluted runoff from regulation in a legal settlement with DNR.

Wisconsin’s Conservation Congress passed resolutions by wide margins in every county calling for accountability under the Clean Water Act and to repeal legislation that rolls back environmental protections.

People Over Pipelines, a coalition of families and organizations invited Jimmy Parra to unravel the complex regulatory framework to help stop the expansion of Enbridge Line 61 that pumps Canadian tar sands oil through the middle of Wisconsin.

Over 500 citizens filled the Capitol to show their concern for our clean water future. MEA is honored to support civic action with the power of the law.
FINANCIALS

REVENUE AND EXPENSES FY 2017

Revenues, Gains and Other Support
Grants $482,303
Contributions 209,690
Fees 23,443
Other, Including Use of Organizational Reserves 9,957

Total Revenues, Gains and Other Support $725,393

Expenses
Program Services $593,889
Supporting Activities
Management & General 57,412
Fundraising 68,806

Total Expenses $720,107

Grant revenue is made possible by the generous support of these donors:

Brico Fund
C.S. Mott Foundation
Equal Justice Works
McKnight Foundation
Patagonia
Dane County Bar Association

$10,000+
Arlen and Judy Christenson
Lux Foundation
William H. Lynch and Barbara Manger

$5,000 – $9,999
Richard and Marilyn Mazess
Door Properties Owners

$1,000 – $4,999
Ann Behrmann and Lewis Koch
Dianna Brown
Stephen and Susan Carpenter
Douglas and Sherry Caves
Dana and Patricia Chabot
David and Sue Clausen
Dan Collins and Nancy Aten
Susan Connor and Robyn Mulhaney
Susan and Richie Davidson
Bruce & Lona Jean Delong
Delta Properties
Nancy Dotlo

John Durbrow and Karen Steingraber
Christopher Lawrence Ford
Maureen and Robert Freedland*
Robert and Mimi Habush
Jodi Habush Sinykin and Dan Sinykin
Tod Highsmith and Joan Braune
Julilly Kohler
Mitchell and Carol Kwaterski
Madelyn Leopold and Claude Kazanski
Tod and Patty Maclay
The Minorik Family Foundation

Mary Clare Murphy and Ed Ahrens
Organic Valley
Kelly Parks Snider and John Snider
John Reindl
Melissa and Martin Scanlan
Paulette and Ron Smith
Leonard Sobczak and Dave Pionke
Gordon and Trish Stevenson
Inger Stole and Bob McChesney
Suzanne and Mike Swift
David Wernecke
Linda Eggert
Thomas Einstein
Lanman Grunes
Barbara Eisenberg
Jane Elder and Bill Davis
Mary Elliott-Kleim
Lisa Eltinger
Ron, Sheila and Jordan Endres
A Finn Enke
Shawn Fairchild
Hilary Feller
Patricia and Robert Fesseniden
Kathleen Finnerney
Michael Flynn
Phil Fransen
Donald Freiss
Matthew Freidlander
Lydia Garvey
Laure Gauger
Noah Gear
Al Gedicks
Richard A. Geudtner Trust
Melissa Gibson
Jolene Giese
Edith Gilman
Nancy and Christopher Glee
Eric and Ann Marie Godfrey
David Grande
Ron Grasshoff and Terri Broxmeyer
Stu Grimstad and Mary Reser
Dennis Grzesinski and Jane Porath
Scott Gustafson
Judith Haase-Hardie
Morgan Halwas
Eric and Mary Hamburg
Mark Hanson
Stacy Harbaugh
Suza Hattink
Paul Scott Hassett
John and Diane Haugen
Tom and Lenore Heiman
John Hermsen
Sally Heuer and Steven Culver
Dean Hoegger
Kristin Hoffschmidt
Pam and Ingrid Verhulst
Mike Houwden
Elizabeth Huwiler
Kathy and Chuck Ivey
Nancy Jackson
Forest Jahnke
James and Mary Beth Jansen
Ed Jeannette
David Johnson
Gretchen and Roger Johnson
Susan Jones
Erika Jones
Tressie Kamp
Beverly Katter
James Kerler
Irene and Rodney Michael Kerler
Ann Kleeckener and Ronald Henke
Louise Klop
Joseph Knight
Ero Koch
Wayne Kontur
Christine Kopsh
Kim Kast
Donald and Brigid Krutek
Jennie Kuhns
Douglas La Follette
Kelly and Steve Lagman
Bill Lamb
Anni Lampert
John LaPhillip
Christopher Larson
Johanna Lathrop
Reinieide and David Lea
Ronald Legro
Gene Lemmenes
David Lewandowski
James Limbach
Tyler Logan and Katie Hein
Dennis Lowder
Charlotte Lukes
Barbara Lund
Mike and Barb Madden
Jane B Magee
Louis and Mariann Maris
James Martin
Elizabeth Martorell
Shirley BaberDer Mattac
Peggy and Michael McAlloon
Mary McAluliffe
Briyne D. McBride
James McCann
Kristi McCloskey
Peter McKeever
Dawn Meier
Jacob Meyer
Era Meyer
Steve Meyer
Doug and Erin Mielke
Mark F. Miller
William Moore
Debra Morse
Mical Moser
Susan Moss
Michael Massman and Lisa Hartman
Jeffrey Myers
Katie Nekola
Sona Newenhouse
Jim Nies
North Coast Clothing Co.
George Nygaard
Randy O’Connell
Kara O’Connor
Ryan O’Connor
Laura Olah
Dale and Joelyn Olen
John Olsen
Judy Olson
Irene and John Olsen
Kerry O’Neil
Kathleen O’Toole and Bernard Dalsey
Douglas and Diane Ower
Richard and Jill Pein
George Perkins
Robert Peterson
Ruth Price
Thomas Quinn
Nancy Ranum
Jim and Judy Remington
Hilda J. Richey
Pamela Ritger
Sara Roberts
Stephanie Robinson
George and Marilyn Rock
Ryan and Jill Rodgers
Michael Rosenberg and Cheryl Daniels
James Rowen and Susan McGovern
Jude and Kevin Rudersdorf
Lauren and Kyle Rudersdorf
Thomas H Ryan
Carl Sack
Jack G Saltes
Robert and Marie Sander
Nancy Schanke
Bonita Schey
Robin Schmidl
Erica Schmitz
Kerry Schumann
Pat Scieszinski
Charles and Betty Seidl
Louise Seitz
Mark and Anne Sesing
Nancy Sheehan
Lyn Shoenaker
Rogier Sieben
Jeanne and William Sieger
Carolyn and Larry Sleznikow
Glenn Smeaton
Heidi Smith Ersparer
Socially Responsible Agriculture Project
Beverly Speer
Dan and Valerie Stefaniach
Daniel and Judy Steininger
April Stone
Nancy Stratman
Wwayne Stroessner
David Swanson
Jeff Sweetland and Margaret Murphy
Bruce and Mary Swenson
Peter Tan
Anita Temple
Mark Toso
Caryn Treiber
Richard and Meredith Tripp
LaVila J Twillie
Mola Urlich
Angela Vasquez
Gerald and Nancy Vebrock
Susan Voeks
James E Vogel
Adam Voskuil
Erika Voss
Suzanne Wade
James Walrath and Mary Ward
Tom Ward
Chloe Wardropper
Wendy Warren
Michelle Washebek Hackett
Christie Weber and Shawn Fairchild
Laurenda Weiss
Kathy Wells
Elizabeth Wermcrantz
Allison Werner
Angela West Blank
Sharon White
Donald Wichter
Karen Wilson
Margaret Wachhoff
Kathryn Workie
Carla Wright
Adam Wunderlin
Jim and Candy Yonker
Lyn Young Lorenz
Phyllis Zatzin and George Kelly
Laura Zimmerman
Nancy Zucker and Michael Burn
Scott Zupanc

* Sustaining donor to Midwest Environmental Advocates
** Community Shares of Wisconsin workplace giving campaign
WHO WE ARE

Founded in 1999, Midwest Environmental Advocates is a nonprofit, nonpartisan environmental law center that supports people working for healthy air, land, water and government for this generation and the next. We use the power of the law to help concerned citizens protect our natural heritage.

We are not your average law firm, nor are we your typical environmental nonprofit. Our mission is to empower citizens to make a difference and to support their efforts to protect public health and the environment using sound science and the law. We believe that every citizen has the potential to make a difference.